Active Protection for
Your Entire Web Presence
Product Brief

DevOps and cloud power today’s software-driven world. You’re shipping new
apps and new services on new architectures faster than ever. To protect this
growing and changing footprint, you need a unified front.
Signal Sciences protects any app, against any attack, and integrates with any DevOps toolchain.
It is designed to unify the efforts of engineering, security and operations to increase security and
maintain reliability without sacrificing velocity.
With flexible deployment options, greater protection and visibility beyond OWASP top 10, and more
integrations into your existing tools, Signal Sciences can help you improve product security and
provide a better experience for your users.
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SEE

Self-serve security data
Notify engineers and operations through their native tools when events occur so they can
fix things fast. Signal Sciences is designed for agile teams making frequent changes. With
intuitive dashboards and workflow integrations, all teams can self-serve relevant data and
security insights to understand the current security posture.

SECURE

Spend less time searching, more time securing
Join the 95% of customers who block across the broadest attack types in production:
OWASP Top 10, application DoS, bots, and abuse and misuse of your application. No
need to spend time looking through logs or tuning regex rules for false positives. Use the
intuitive Power Rules interface to define, monitor, and take action on any web application
or API transaction that you create.

SCALE

Go where no RASP or WAF has gone before
Find and fix vulnerabilities faster by monitoring your app wherever it lives—from server
to code to container. With our next-gen WAF and RASP, we can run anywhere with the
lowest TCO, no signatures to manage, and no noticeable impact on performance.

“The Signal Sciences approach gives us
situational awareness about where and how our
applications are attacked so that we can best
protect ourselves and our customers.”
Jon Oberheide
Co-Founder & CTO @ Duo Security

Our Patented Approach
We use lightweight software modules and agents throughout your web servers and applications to
collect information about your security posture, and surface this real-time event details through selfservice dashboards, intelligent alerting and powerful reporting powered by Signal Sciences Cloud Engine.
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TRUSTED BY

The world’s most trusted web defense.
See how easy it is to secure your applications and APIs and
unite your team around security data that matters.
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